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1. Implementation Details

Our network was implemented using Keras [2] and Tensorflow [1]. The implementation as explained in the main paper was based on SSD [4], but is replaceable with any object detector method. The SSD network was then modified to have a base of our network of ResNet50 [3] which is pretrained on the ImageNet dataset. The IOU threshold was set to 0.45, and confidence threshold of 0.001. Due to the large amount of negative default boxes or anchors, hard negative mining is performed to overcome the positive and negative imbalance with a ratio of 3:1. The input images are resized to 300 x 600 (height x width) being that the images are panoramas to keep the aspect ratio. We optimize our loss functions using ADAM optimizer with the initial learning rate set to 0.001.

Figure 1: Green tree markers represent trees that are annotated. Brown trees represent annotated labels. Dragging and dropping the tree icon annotates the tree’s location by updating it. New trees can be added by clicking the mouse left button in empty areas. Trees can be removed also by the mouse right click.
2. Multi-view object annotation tool

Our annotation tool is the only tool available of its kind as far as we know. It enables the annotation of object both from aerial/satellite view and ground level simultaneously anywhere in the world where Google Street View imagery exists. The user after creating and naming a dataset is presented with the aerial view Fig. 1. After clicking on the tree or marker, the tool grabs the 4 closest panoramas to the geo-coordinate of the marker, as shown in 2. This view enables the annotation of the Google Street View imagery available in proximity of the annotated aerial view marker. We’ve implemented an application programming interface (API) that enables the user to request the annotation of choice in VOC XML, or JSON format. The tool is implemented using Flask\(^1\) in Python and HTML to enable developers to customize and build on it extra features. Preliminary boxes are drawn using an object detector (SSD or any python supported object detector) that can be adjusted or modified to help the annotator. This option of providing preliminary boxes can be enabled or disabled.

![Annotation Tool](image1)

Figure 2: Using the marker places from Fig. 1 we draw a red circle to guide the annotator on which is the target tree we seek to identify.

3. Pasadena Multi-view Re-ID Dataset

In this section, we show a portion of our dataset that will be available for public which is created using "Multi-view object annotation tool" from Google Street View (GSV) images. In Fig. 3 we present an instance of a single annotated identity of a tree. Fig. 4 & 5 shows heavily dense areas with multiple identities annotated.

4. Mapillary Dataset

In this section we showcase the dataset provided to us by Mapillary. As presented in Fig. 6, 7 and 8 there are many differences with our "Pasadena Multi-view Re-ID Dataset" shown in Sec. 3.

5. Visualization of Detections

In this section we show some of our detection results on both datasets, and how they are different. Fig. 9 shows the detections on the Pasadena Multi-view Re-ID using a monocular object detection method against our method showing different

\(^1\)http://flask.pocoo.org/
Figure 3: GSV images overlaid with ground truth bounding boxes for a single annotated tree instance. Green: annotated trees without identity annotation. Blue: annotated trees with identified instances.

situations and tree types. Similarly, Fig. 10 shows the detections on the mapillary dataset results using a monocular object detection method against our method.
Figure 4: GSV images overlaid with ground truth bounding boxes for multiple annotated tree instances. Green: annotated trees without identity annotation. Blue: annotated trees with identified instances.
Figure 5: Images overlaid with ground truth bounding boxes for multiple annotated tree instances. Green: annotated trees without identity annotation. Blue: annotated trees with identity instances.
Figure 6: Mapillary images overlaid with ground truth bounding boxes for multiple annotated sign instances. Blue: annotated signs with identity instances. Note how (e) & (f) are taken from a different camera and time to the rest of the images.
Figure 7: Mapillary images overlaid with ground truth bounding boxes for multiple annotated sign instances. Blue: annotated signs with identified instances. These images represent the typical scenario of our identified instances which features shorter baselines, tinier objects, smaller field of view, and mostly forward looking cameras as discussed in the main paper.
Figure 8: Mapillary images overlaid with ground truth bounding boxes for multiple annotated sign instances. Blue: annotated signs with identified instances. These images show the different instances of signs from different view points.
Figure 9: GSV images overlaid with ground truth bounding boxes for multiple annotated tree instances, and predictions using a monocular object detector and our method. Blue: annotated trees with identified instances. Green: annotated trees without identity annotation. Orange: detections using a monocular object detector. Pink: detections using our method. These images show the different instances of signs from different view points.
Figure 10: Mapillary images overlaid with ground truth bounding boxes for multiple annotated tree instances, and predictions using a monocular object detector and our method. Blue: annotated trees with identified instances. Orange: detections using a monocular object detector. Pink: detections using our method. These images show the different instances of signs from different view points. (a) & (b) show front facing camera from a car’s dashboard camera. (c) & (d) shows a difficult distorted image from a bicycle or motorcycle.
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